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David Cline of UCLA (left) and Friedel
Sellschop of Johannesburg at the recent
International Workshop on Channeling and
Other Coherent Effects at relativistic
Energies
atArhus,
Denmark.

duce quark and gluon distributions in
a pomeron by analogy with those of
ordinary hadrons.
The data prefer a "soft" pomeron in
inclusive diffractive production with a
"hard" gluon spectrum, but the
situation in exclusive production of
vector meson states is different.
Several contributions discussed the
possible role of a "hard" QCD
pomeron in deep inelastic diffraction.
It should also be emphasised that the
very notion of the quark/gluon con
tent of the pomeron as well as the
"hard" diffractive processes were
introduced for the first time by G.
Ingelman and P. Schlein at the first
Blois Workshop at 1985.
Another group of problems dis
cussed during the meeting con
cerned spin physics. The experimen
tal situation was summarized by Alan
Krisch while the theory review was
given by Stefano Forte. The experi
mental data on polarized electroproduction from both the SMC
collaboration at CERN and SLAC
(Stanford) were presented and
several theoretical talks discussed
various models for polarized quark
and gluon densities.
The experimental and theoretical
parts of the conference were summa
rized by W. Bartel and by J. Kwiecinski respectively.
The valuable content of the Blois
meetings has recently become very
topical following theoretical progress
in understanding high energy behav
iour in terms of quantum chromodynamics and its implications for both
present and future experiments.
J. Kwiecinski
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Channeling and related
crystal effects

C

hanneling, the interaction of
particles with oriented crystals,
has been applied in a wide variety of
scientific and technological areas. A
workshop at Aarhus, Denmark, this
summer highlighted progress and
future directions.
Radiation emission has been
explored and linked to coherent
bremsstrahlung and other oriented
crystal radiations. Dramatic effects
have been found for ultra-relativistic
electrons with Lorentz factors of 1 0 .
Single crystals are unique for investi
gations of quantum electrodynamics
in strong external fields because
probabilities for processes in axial/
planar fields are determined by the
magnitude of these fields in the
particle rest frame.
Erik Uggerhoj of Aarhus reported
on an extensive series of experi
ments concerning radiation emission,
pair production, and shower forma
tion carried out at CERN by the NA43
collaboration.
As Vladimir Baier of Novosibirsk
and Yuri Kononets of Kurchatov
noted, theoretical treatment of these
interconnected radiation distributions
is challenging and much work needs
to be done. In general, the agree
ment with the CERN experiments is
good, but many areas like polariza
tion phenomena and particle produc
tion need investigation.
Prominent among high energy
applications is extraction from accel
erators. At the workshop, Alexei
Asseev reported on beam extraction
using a bent crystal at Serpukhov.
Konrad Elsener and Jukka Klem
reviewed recent CERN SPS studies
driven by the possibility of using
crystals for extraction of LHC beams.
56

Thornton Murphy of Fermilab an
nounced a step in that direction, with
a demonstration this summer of
extraction from the Tevatron at 900
GeV.
Bent crystal channeling is also used
for handling extracted high energy
beams. Niels Doble presented a
beautiful example of a beam for the
CERN NA48 CP-violation experi
ment. Yuri Chesnokov reported that
beams had been deflected through
angles up to 150 milliradians at
Serpukhov.
Vladimir Samsonov and Alexei
Khanzadeev of PNPI discussed a
demonstration of channeling spin
precession at Fermilab where
hyperons were precessed in bent
crystals. Although challenging, this
technique may offer a method for
measuring charm baryon magnetic
moments.
'Parametric radiation' is the new
comer in the field of oriented crystal
radiation. This can be thought of as
Bragg reflection of virtual photons
from incoming electrons in a crystal.
It is monochromatic, intense, and
easily tunable. Hideo Nitta of Tokyo
Gakugei reported on the status of the
theory while Uwe Nething reviewed
recent measurements at Darmstadt.
Heavy ion channeling is used
mainly to study atomic cross-sec
tions. Jens Ulrik Andersen of Aarhus
discussed resonance capture studies
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at Chalk River, Canada. In France,
GANIL has also been active in this
field. Christoph Scheidenberger
reviewed plans to continue these
measurements at GSI, Darmstadt. In
the future it may be possible to
extend this technique to nuclear
excitation. As noted by Sheldon Datz
of Oak Ridge, SPS heavy ion beams
might be used to good advantage for
such studies.
One of the features of the workshop
were "cultural" presentations to
explore possible future applications.
Lene Hau of the Rowland Institute
reported on a Brookhaven measure
ment of spin densities with MeV
positrons. Peter Kasper of Fermilab
discussed future high energy photon
beams. Coherent bremsstrahlung
might be used to harden such
beams. Andreas Schafer of Frankfurt
discussed the possibility of
channeling for studying strong field
effects. Martin Merck from Max
Planck-Garching felt that oriented
crystals would be hard to use for
gamma-ray astronomy in the multi
GeV region due to low intensity.
Perhaps the cloudiest area is the
exotic accelerator field. Ron Ruth of
SLAC summarized some concepts
for future accelerators and the
possibility of using damping in a
crystal channel to provide ultra cold
beams. David Cline of UCLA specu
lated on the possibility of laser
excited crystals as accelerators
imbedded in a muon collider
lattice.
In general, much remains to be
done. More information is needed on
channeling, dechanneling, and on
materials other than silicon. Polariza
tion phenomena need to be mapped
out in crystal radiations. On the other
hand, some areas, such as heavy ion
channeling and parametric radiation,
are blossoming.
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The workshop was organized by
Dick Carrigan of Fermilab and Erik
Uggerh0j at Aarhus.
Erik

Uggerh0j

Electronics for LHC
experiments

A

major effort is being mounted
to prepare the way handling the
high interaction rates expected from
CERN's new LHC proton-proton
collider (see, for example, November,
page 6).
September saw the First Workshop
on Electronics for LHC Experiments,
organized by Lisbon's Particle
Physics Instrumentation Laboratory
(LIP) on behalf of CERN's LHC
Electronics Review Board (LERB March, page 2). Its purpose was not
only for the LERB to have a thorough
review of ongoing activities, but also
to promote cross fertilization in the
engineering community involved in
electronics design for LHC experi
ments.

covered advanced radiation hard
processes. Two talks highlighted the
importance of obsolescence and
quality systems in the long-lived and
demanding environment of LHC.
The Workshop identified areas and
encouraged efforts for rationalization
and common developments within
and between the different detector
groups. As a result, it will also help
ensure the reliability and the long
term maintainability of installed
equipment. The proceedings of the
Workshop are available from LIP
Lisbon*. The LERB Workshop on
Electronics for LHC Experiments will
become a regular event, with the
second taking place in Hungary, by
Lake Balaton, from 23-27 September
1996. The Hungarian institutes KFKIRMKI have taken up the challenge of
being as successful as LIP Lisbon in
the organization of the event.
*Copies of the proceedings should be
ordered directly from LIP, Av. Bias
Garcias, 14-1°, P 1000 Lisbon, e-mail
natalia @ vaxlip. Iip.pt
Francois

Bourgeois

The Workshop gathered 187
physicists and engineers from 20
countries including USA and Japan.
The meeting comprised six sessions
and 82 talks, with special focus on
radiation-hard microelectronic proc
esses, electronics for tracking,
calorimetry and muon detectors,
optoelectronics, trigger and data
acquisition systems. Each topic was
introduced by an invited speaker who
reviewed the requirements set by the
particular detector technology at
LHC. At the end of each session,
panel discussions were chaired by
each invited speaker.
Representatives from four major
integrated circuit manufacturers
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